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Abstract—The coordination of thermostatically controlled
loads (TCLs) is challenging due to the need to meet individual
loads quality of service (QoS), such as indoor temperature con-
straints. Since these loads are usually on/off type, cycling rate is
one of their QoS metrics; frequent cycling between on and off
states is detrimental to them. While significant prior work has
been done on the coordination of air conditioning TCLs, the
question of cycling QoS has not been investigated in a principled
manner. In this work we propose a method to characterize
aggregate capacity of a collection of air conditioning TCLs that
respects the loads cycling rate constraints (maximum number of
cycles in a given time period). The development is done within
the framework of randomized local control in which a load
makes on/off decisions probabilistically. This characterization
allows us to propose a reference planning problem to generate
feasible reference trajectories for the ensemble that respect
cycling constraints. The reference planning problem manifests
itself in the form a Nonlinear Programming problem (NLP),
that can be efficiently solved. Our proposed method is compared
to previous methods in the literature that do not enforce ag-
gregate cycling. Enforcing individual cycling constraint without
taking that into account in reference generation leads to poor
reference tracking.

I. INTRODUCTION

Successful and reliable operation of the power grid re-
quires supply and demand to be balanced. In an envisioned
future where renewable energy sources provide a higher
percentage of energy, the imbalance becomes worse due
to the inherent volatility of renewable sources. Additional
ancillary services will be needed to maintain demand supply
balance. Using fossil fuel based generators to provide ancil-
lary services counteracts the benefits of renewables, while
using batteries to do so is expensive [1]. One promising
alternative to fossil fuel based sources and batteries is flexible
loads. Flexible loads are consumers of energy that have the
ability to either increase or decrease consumption over a
baseline consumption level without affecting their Quality
of Service (QoS).

In practice, flexible loads have been providing ancillary
services for a long time under the domain specific term
“demand response” [2], [3]. Demand response refers to the
temporary reduction in demand, for a given load, to help
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assist the grid. However, flexible loads have the potential to
do much more. For instance, the demand of a flexible load
could be automatically adjusted in real time so to track an
exogenous power deviation (from baseline) reference signal.
Baseline refers to the power consumption that would have
occurred without interference from the grid operator. The
reference signal will be provided by a balancing authority
(BA). The tracking of this reference mimics that of a tra-
ditional storage service discharging and charging energy, so
we refer to deviation of flexible loads’ power consumption
from baseline as Virtual Energy Storage (VES) [4].

Some examples of flexible loads that are well studied
in the academic literature are Thermostatically Controlled
Loads (TCLs), commercial buildings, and pool pumps [5],
[6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. In all of the above examples, ancil-
lary services are possible because of “loose” requirements
specified by baseline operation. For example, a residential
Air Conditioner (an example of a TCL) is only required to
maintain a temperature within a range and not at a specific
value and a pool pump only desires an interval amount of
‘on time’ per day and not at a specific time. In this work,
we focus on Air Conditioner (AC) TCLs.

In order for an aggregation of TCLs to track a reference
signal, a model for the aggregate power consumption is
required. A significant amount of research has been under-
taken in developing models of aggregate power consumption,
specifically models with controllable inputs [11]. Since if
the input is “controllable” the complex coordination problem
associated with scheduling aggregations of TCLs can be
abstracted to that of control design. A large portion of
these models rely on “probabilistically switching” individual
TCLs [10], [8], [7], [12], [13], that is each TCL switches on
or off with a certain probability. Regardless of the approach,
these redesigns assume that the local thermostat controller
will be replaced with a new controller that resides either
locally at the TCL or at the BA.

Once a model and coordination method for a collection
of TCLs have been developed, one is still pressed with
the task of determining exactly what kind of reference
signals the collection can track. In other words, what is the
capacity of the collection? The capacity is determined by
the QoS constraints of the individual TCLs, which include
the user’s thermal comfort (temperature), her energy bill, and
compressor cycling. A considerable amount of research has
been done in characterizing capacity, but ignores cycling.
In Hao et al [14], power and thermal energy constraints
for the aggregate power deviation signal are developed by



making analogs to an actual battery. Other authors have taken
geometric approaches to model aggregate capacity [15].

While coordination methods proposed in previous works
have considered local temperature QoS, the methods used to
ensure local cycling QoS are ad-hoc (such as the so-called
priority stack controller [14]). Applying them may satisfy
local QoS at the cost of poor reference tracking (the BA’s
QoS). On the other hand, tracking a reference that exceeds
the capacity of the collection - that is determined by all local
QoS metrics - will require relaxing the local QoS.

Other works that investigate aggregate cycling constraints
are [16], [17]. In [16] an aggregate cycling constraint is
posed but reference generation from these constraints is
not provided. That is, reference signals were constructed
manually to test validity of the aggregate cycling constraints,
but were not generated automatically. In [17], a centralized
approach to handling aggregate cycling constraints is taken.

In this work we consider an aggregate cycling capacity
constraint. The novel aspect of our work is twofold. First,
an aggregate cycling constraint is derived. Second, we utilize
this constraint to design a reference signal (in advance) that
is close to the BA supplied reference signal, rBAk , that the
TCLs can collectively track without violating their cycling
QoS. In effect, the proposed method enables the BA to
determine the reference closest to what the grid needs that
the collection has sufficient capacity to deliver. Once the
reference signal is generated, we borrow from our past work
a distributed control framework that enables the reference
signal to be tracked. We term our overall method as Cycling
Aware Reference Generation and Tracking (CARG-T).

Our approach is different to those in [16], [17] in that
the reference is generated automatically and the coordination
algorithm is completely distributed. Additionally, the infor-
mation requirement to generate the reference signal is not
greater than previous reference generation methods that do
not include aggregate cycling as a constraint [18].

We assume that the local TCL thermostat controller is re-
placed with a randomized controller from our past work [8],
[9], [19]. This local controller induces (for each TCL) a new
dynamic system, with a grid supplied signal as input and
probability of being on as output. For a collection of TCLs,
all listening to the same grid supplied signal and operating
under the same local controller, a mean field limit exists. This
limit allows for the individual dynamic system to be used as
the aggregate model and the probability of any TCL being
on to be interpreted as the fraction of total TCLs on. The
key insight is that the aggregate model allows for a natural
specification of our proposed aggregate cycling constraint
directly in terms of the state variable of the model. The
aggregate model is also shown to satisfy the aggregate power
and thermal energy capacity constraints of [14]. Coupling
of the aggregate model and aggregate cycling constraint
allows for a description of the aggregate constraint set.
This constraint set is then used to formulate the reference
generation problem as a constrained optimization problem.

Tracking the generated reference with our distributed con-
trol architecture requires intelligence at both the grid level

(Balancing Authority, BA) and local level (individual TCL).
The BA is responsible for solving the reference generation
optimization problem, as well as determining a suitable con-
trol strategy to track the designed reference. The individual
TCL is responsible for enforcing its own local QoS, which
in this work are (i) temperature and (ii) device cycling rate.
The randomized control policy mentioned above enforces
the temperature QoS by design. A local opt-out control
is coupled with the randomized controller to enforce local
cycling QoS. Since the reference is generated by taking the
capacity limitation of the collection due to cycling constraints
of the individuals into account, the grid level and local level
controllers are not in conflict. This enables reference tracking
without violating local QoS.

To illustrate the overall effectiveness of our method, we
compare our reference design and tracking method to a com-
pletely centralized priority stack controller [14]. The priority
stack controller is a full state feedback controller located at
the BA, that subjects the TCLs under its control to maintain
all relevant local QoS requirements (including cycling). The
control objective of the priority stack controller is to track a
reference signal designed by the method presented in [18],
which does not consider aggregate cycling capacity. It is then
shown that reference tracking performance is poor when the
priority stack controller attempts to track a reference that was
not designed with aggregate cycling capacity in mind.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section II
the grids needs are discussed, Section III describes the local
randomized controller, Section IV and V present our aggre-
gate model and proposed method, Section VII presents the
comparison method, and Section VIII presents comparison
results.

II. NEEDS OF THE GRID

It is envisioned that collections of TCLs will be a resource
for the BA to help eliminate demand supply mismatch.
In order to enable this, the BA must supply a reference
signal, which we term rBAk . The BA-supplied reference is
the desired deviation of the TCLs’ power consumption from
their baseline consumption. For instance, the Area Control
Error (ACE) signal or its filtered versions (such as PJM’s
regD and regA [20]) can serve as the BA supplied reference.

As discussed in Section I, a collection of TCLs have
limited capacity dictated by local QoS constraints. Therefore
they may not be able to deliver the entirety of rBAk . We
argue that the BA should therefore determine the portion of
rBAk that the collection of TCLs could feasibly track. We
term the feasible portion as rk, and this is the signal the
BA expects the collection to track. By design this reference
signal will always be a zero mean deviation signal so that
the TCLs are only asked to act as virtual batteries, but
not asked to act as generators. At time k, the collection
of TCLs need to consume rk more/less than their baseline
power consumption. Baseline power consumption refers to
the power consumption that would have occurred without
the interference from the BA, which we denote by P̄ (for
the collection).



III. THE INDIVIDUAL TCL

A. QoS constraints

An on/off TCL is any device that turns on or off to
maintain a temperature within a preset temperature deadband.
Here, we denote the state space of a TCL as X , and elements
of X as the couple x = {xm, xθ} = {m ∈ {0, 1}, θ ∈ R},
that consists of the on/off status (mode) and temperature of
the TCL. We denote the electrical power consumption as P,
which is the power consumed by the TCL when it is on.
Furthermore, time is discrete and denoted by the index k.
The TCL index is j. For convenience, we also define the
two sets Xon , {x : xm = 1} and Xoff , {x : xm = 0}.
With the state variables declared, operating constraints (QoS)
for the individual TCL are described as:

|θk − θset| ≤ δ, ∀k (1)
τ−1∑
i=0

|mk−i −mk−1−i| ≤ 1, ∀k (2)∣∣∣∣∣
Nt−1∑
i=0

miP − Ē

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Ẽ, (3)

where Ē is baseline energy consumption, and Ẽ is the
permitted energy deviation during a time horizon Nt. The
variables θset (set point) and δ (half width) specify the
temperature deadband: [θmin, θmax] = [θset − δ, θset + δ].

The first constraint is that the temperature remain within
the temperature deadband. The second constraint is that the
device can only switch once within a specified period τ , and
the third constraint is that the individual device not consume
significantly more (or less) energy (Ẽ) than baseline (Ē). For
instance, if Nt = 1 month then (3) represents a constraint to
keep the energy bill of the consumer close to nominal.

B. Local Deterministic Control (Thermostat)

The local thermostat controller deterministically turns an
AC TCL on when it is too hot and off when it is too cold, so
to keep the temperature within the temperature deadband (1).
We model the temporal evolution of θk as a first order
discrete time equation

θk+1 = āθk + (1− ā) (w0,k −RmkQac) , (4)

ā = exp

(
−Ts
RC

)
, and w0,k = θak , (5)

where R and C represent the thermal resistance to ambient
temperature (θak) and thermal capacitance of θk, respectively,
and Ts is the sampling time. The thermal power consumption
Qac is related to the electrical power consumption by Qac =
ηP , where η is the Coefficient of Performance (COP).

C. Local Randomized Control with Cycling Constraint

In this work each TCL determines its on/off status through
a randomized rule [12], [8]. This randomized rule is a
mapping from the state space of the TCL to an on/off (1/0)
decision. In contrast to local deterministic control, where the

TCL can only turn on/off at θmax/θmin, in local randomized
control the TCL can turn on/off at any temperature in
[θmin, θmax]. However, the local randomized controller is
specified so that a TCL will turn off/on at {θmin, θmax}, re-
spectively. We now briefly review the randomized controller
(see [19] for details).

The randomized controller is designed in two steps: (i)
the nominal policy and (ii) the grid controlled policy. Here
the nominal policy is specified through two random variables
θon, θoff and their cumulative distribution functions (CDF),
FΘon(θ), FΘoff (θ) that are supported on the temperature
deadband of the TCL. The r.v.s θon(θoff ) are the tempera-
tures at which the TCL switches on (off) after having started
in the off (on) state, respectively. In this work the CDFs are
chosen as:

FΘon(θ) = exp(−(θmax − θ)ρ/(2σρ))
FΘoff (θ) = 1− FΘon(θmin + θmax − θ)

where ρ and σ are design parameters, and the values of
the CDF are appropriately 1 or 0 outside the temperature
deadband to ensure the essential CDF properties. In this
paper we use ρ = 0.75 and σ = 0.02.

From the CDFs, the switching probability functions are
defined as,

pon0 (k) =
[FΘon(θk)− FΘon(θk−1)]+

1− FΘon(θk−1)

poff0 (k) =
[FΘoff (θk−1)− FΘoff (θk)]+

FΘoff (θk)

where [x]+ = max(x, 0), to ensure positive switching proba-
bilities. These switching functions can be written compactly
in the form of the Markov operator,

R0(x, 1) =

{
pon0 (k), xm = 0.

1− poff0 (k), xm = 1.
(6)

R0(x, 0) =

{
poff0 (k), xm = 1.

1− pon0 (k), xm = 0.
(7)

The second step in designing the randomized controller is the
grid controlled policy. This enables the balancing authority to
alter the switching probabilities through a control signal, that
is broadcasted to every TCL, ζ. How this exactly happens is
another design choice, and in this work the myopic policy
of [21] is chosen. That is,

Rζ(x, y
m) = R0(x, ym) exp(ζU(ym)− Λζ(x)) (8)

where U(·) is the utility function,

U(x) = U(xm) = xm, (9)

and Λζ(x) is a normalization constant to ensure probabilities
sum to 1.

This translates to switching probability functions for when
ζ 6= 0,

ponζ (k) =
pon0 (k) exp(ζ)

exp(Λζ(x))
(10)

poffζ (k) =
poff0 (k)

exp(Λζ(x))
(11)



The temperature dynamics of the TCL are also written
as the Markov operator, Qw0

, where an element of Qw0
,

Qw0
(x, yθ) represents the transition probability to tempera-

ture state yθ from state x due to disturbance w0. Construction
of Qw0(x, yθ) can either be from the specification of an
analytical model, such as (4), or estimated through collected
operational data of a TCL. In this work Qw0

and Rζ act
independently, which allows us to write the transition from
one state to another as the pointwise product,

Pζ,w0(x, y) = Rζ(x, y
m)Qw0(x, yθ) ∀x, y ∈ X. (12)

C.1: Opt-out Control: An additional layer of local con-
trol is added to enforce the individual cycling constraint (2).
This local control strategy is borrowed from [12], [22], which
is termed “opt-out” control in [22]. The strategy is: once
a device changes mode it must remain in that mode for τ
sample times, where τ is as shown in (2).

IV. THE AGGREGATE MODEL

In order to control the aggregate power consumption of
a collection of TCLs a model for the aggregate power
consumption is required, which we term the aggregate model.
We construct such an aggregate model of a collection of
TCLs in which each operates according to the randomized
controller described in Section III-C. The input to the ag-
gregate model is ζ, the same input to individual TCLs.
The outputs include the aggregate power consumption and
fraction of mode switches. Opt-out control is not included in
the aggregate dynamics as we seek necessary conditions to
impose at the aggregate level so as to satisfy the individual
QoS, and opt-out control represents a sufficient condition for
individual QoS.

A. Aggregate TCL Model [21]

Let µk be the probability density function (pdf) (defined
over the state space X) of the state of a TCL when it operates
according to the randomized control law described in Section
III-C. The pdf, µk, and the probability, γk, of the state being
in the “on” mode, at time k, evolve according to

µk+1 = µkPζk,w0 (13)

γk := P(xmk = 1) =

∫
Xon

µk(x)dx. (14)

As a system with inputs ζ, w and output γ, (13) is an infi-
nite dimensional dynamic system that is linear in the state but
nonlinear in the inputs. To make the connection between the
individual and the aggregate, consider N homogeneous loads
operating under the same randomized policy and subject to
the same inputs (ζk,w0). Define the fraction of loads that are
on at time k:

y
(N)
k :=

1

N

N∑
j=1

U(x
(j)
k ). (15)

A mean-filed limit holds, proven in [19]. That is, if N
homogeneous loads are subjected to the same inputs ζ and

Fig. 1. Distributed load control architecture of the proposed method
(CARG-T).

w, as N → ∞ the fraction of loads that are on at time k
approaches the probability of a single load being on at k:

lim
N→∞

y
(N)
k = γk (16)

In the sequel, for simplicity we drop the superscript N from
all quantities that contain an average over N .

This allows us to treat (13) as the state equation for the
population. The relevant output equations, in this work, can
now be computed through the density µk(x),

yk = Pagg

∫
Xon

µk(x)dx, Pagg :=

N∑
j=1

Pj , and (17)

s̄k =

∫
Xon

poffζk
(x)µk(x)dx+

∫
Xoff

ponζk (x)µk(x)dx. (18)

Here s̄k is the fraction of switches (normalized by the
number of TCLs) from timestep k to k + 1 and yk is the
power consumption of the collection. Note that except (18)
both (13) and (17) are borrowed from [19]. The eq. (18)
provides a way to compute the number of switches in terms
of the state variable µk(x).

V. PROPOSED METHOD: CARG-T

Here we present our proposed method, which we term
Cycling Aware Reference Generation and Tracking (CARG-
T). The novel aspect of our method is twofold: (i) the
construction of an aggregate cycling constraint and (ii)
utilization of this constraint to design arbitrary time varying
reference signals (in advance) that aggregations of TCLs can
track without violating their individual cycling QoS. The
aggregate cycling constraint acts as a necessary condition
for the individual TCLs cycling constraint (2). That is, the
reference is designed so that it can be successfully tracked,
even when the TCLs enforce the local cycling QoS. Solving
the reference generation problem also produces an open-
loop control sequence, {ζ∗k}. To implement the reference we
couple this open loop sequence with a proportional feedback
controller. An illustration of the overall architecture is shown
in Figure 1.



A. Aggregate Cycling Constraint

We determine a cycling constraint for the aggregate that
is consistent with the cycling constraint for the individual
TCL. This constraint is obtained by assuming homogeneous
individual cycling constraints and summing the individual
cycling constraint (2) over all of the devices:

N∑
j=1

τ−1∑
i=0

sjk−i ≤ N, sjk := |mj
k −m

j
k−1| (19)

τ−1∑
i=0

s̄k−i ≤ 1, where s̄k−i :=
1

N

N∑
j=1

sjk−i. (20)

In (19), s̄k is the fraction of TCLs that switch from time k
to k+1. The aggregate cycling constraint (20) is a necessary
condition for the individual cycling constraints at the TCLs
to hold, as the aggregate fraction of switches will only exceed
1 if any subset of devices switch more than once in the past
τ time.

The fraction of switches can be estimated by summing,
over all of the TCLs, the probability of switching for each
TCL and then dividing by the number of TCLs. Utilizing the
density µk(x) and probability switching function pk(x) :=
[ponζk (x), poffζk

(x)]T for the TCLs, this is expressed as,

s̄k =

∫
X

µk(x)pk(x)dx. (21)

This is equivalent to the output equation for the fraction of
switches shown in (18).

B. Reference Generation

We couple the mean field model (13) with the aggregate
cycling constraint (20) to form an aggregate constraint set.
We utilize the aggregate constraint set to solve an opti-
mization problem to generate a power deviation reference
trajectory that satisfies this constraint set:

min
{ζk}

Nt−1
k=0 ,{µk}

Nt
k=1

Nt∑
k=1

(rk − rBAk )2 (22)

s.t. ∀k ∈ {0, ..., Nt}

rk = Pagg

∫
Xon

µk(x)dx− P̄ (23)

τp−1∑
i=0

s̄k−i ≤ 1, s̄k =

∫
X

µk(x)pk(x)dx (24)

µk+1 = µkPζk,w0
, µ0 = µ (25)

1

Nt

Nt∑
k=1

rk = 0. (26)

The problem (22) is implemented on the computer through
discretization of the state space of (13), which turns (22) into
a finite dimension non-linear optimization problem.

The constraint (26) ensures (3) on average, with Ẽ = 0.
This constraint can be interpreted as a necessary condition
for the individual energy deviation QoS constraint (3). For
if this constraint were not imposed the collection of TCLs

could consume more or less (in mean) than they should have,
which would correspond to higher electricity bills for some
home owners.

Here we have used τp = 2τ , as a factor of safety in
reference design. The baseline P̄ is precomputed from a sim-
ulation of TCLs providing no ancillary services. Additionally,
rBAk is a forecasted signal that the BA would like the TCLs
to track (see Section II).

The goal in solving this problem is to determine r∗k, the
closest feasible power reference trajectory to rBAk , which is
what the BA needs, that respects all of the individual TCLs
QoS constraints.

C. Reference Tracking

The solution to (22) also yields an open loop control
sequence {ζ∗k}

Nt−1
k=0 . This control sequence is then coupled

with a proportional feedback controller,

ζk = ζ∗k +
Kp

Pagg
(r∗k − (yk − P̄ )) (27)

where yk is the aggregate power consumption for the col-
lection of TCLs during implementation. The above control
sequence can be used by the BA as a controller, and broadcast
ζk to all TCLs. Each TCL implements the randomized
controller with opt-out control, as described in Section III-C.
Opt-out will ensure that (2) is satisfied for each TCL and
recall, by design the randomized controller ensures that each
TCL will not violate (1).

VI. AGGREGATE POWER AND THERMAL ENERGY
CONSTRAINTS

In He Hao et al [14], aggregate power and thermal energy
constraints were proposed. These constraints arise by making
a comparison between (4) and the ODE model of a “leaky”
battery,

zk+1 = āzk − brk, b = (1− ā)RC (28)
|zk| ≤ C̄ η− ≤ rk ≤ η+. (29)

Here zk represents the thermal state of charge for a collection
of TCLs, and can be interpreted as the average (over space)
temperature deviation of the collection of TCLs from the
setpoint of each TCL. rk is the reference signal for the battery
(desired charge or discharge). The parameter ā is as given
in (5). For a homogeneous collection of TCLs, the parameters
{C̄, η−, η+} are [14]:

C̄ =
NC∆

2η
, (30)

η− = −P̄ , η+ = Pagg − P̄ , (31)

where ∆ = 2δ, i.e. the full width of the temperature dead-
band. The inequality constraint values {C̄, η−, η+} define
the aggregate power and thermal energy capacity of the
collection.

In this work, we show that the mean field model (13)
(and thus the CARG-T reference generator) satisfies these
constraints for a homogeneous population.



Fig. 2. Centralized Direct load control architecture of the comparison
method (CHRG-T).

The energy constraint is shown by considering the quan-
tity, φk(x) , (NCµk(x)/η)(xθk−θset). This quantity, φk(x),
is a representation of zk in (28) when it is integrated over
the state space (i.e., the average temperature deviation from
θset). From this, it can be shown that the thermal energy
constraint (29) is satisfied by integrating φk(x) over X ,

|
∫
X

φk(x)dx| = NC

η

∣∣∣∣∫
X

xθkµk(x)dx− θset
∣∣∣∣ (32)

≤ NC

η
|(δ + θset)− θset| =

NCδ

η
=
NC∆

2η
= C̄. (33)

With the integral of φk(x) playing the role of zk, (29) (left)
is satisfied for any realization of the density µk(x) so no
thermal energy constraint is forcibly required for (13).

To show the power constraint consider,

0 ≤ Pagg|
∫
X

µk(x)dx| ≤ Pagg (34)

−P̄ ≤ Pagg|
∫
X

µk(x)dx| − P̄ ≤ Pagg − P̄ (35)

since µk(x) is a pdf. So (29) is satisfied (see (31)).

VII. COMPARISON METHOD: CHRG-T [18], [14]

Here we present an alternative method for generating and
tracking a reference trajectory for a collection of TCLs
that does not take care of aggregate cycling. The reference
generation portion is taken from [18] and the tracking portion
is taken from [14]. The reference generation problem con-
siders aggregate power and thermal energy constraints (29).
The reference tracking portion is a centralized priority stack
controller, meaning all intelligent decisions are made at
the BA. We term this alternative reference generation and
tracking approach as Cammardella + Hao et al. - Refer-
ence Generation and Tracking (CHRG-T), and offer it is
a comparison method to our proposed algorithm, CARG-T.
The architecture for this proposed method is illustrated in
Figure 2.

A. Reference Generation

First we detail the reference generation portion from [18],
and we re-present it here:

min
{rk}

Nt−1
k=0 ,{zk}

Nt
k=1

Nt−1∑
k=0

(rk − rBAk )2 (36)

s.t. ∀k ∈ {0, ..., Nt − 1}
zk+1 = āzk − brk, z0 = z (37)
|zk| ≤ C̄, η− ≤ rk ≤ η+ (38)

1

Nt

Nt−1∑
k=0

rk = 0. (39)

Here, rk represents the reference power deviation of the
collection, zk represents the thermal state of charge of the
collection, and rBAk is the same signal as in (22). This
optimization problem considers the aggregate power and
thermal energy constraints presented in [14], as well as the
aggregate energy deviation constraint (39).

Comment 1: Both optimization problems (22) and (36)
require the same amount of information about the population
of TCLs in order to be set up and solved.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS

Classification Symbol Value Units
BA parameters
Number of TCL’s N 60000 N/A
Thermal Energy bound C̄ 53 MWh
Upper Power deviation bound η+ 35 MW
Lower Power deviation bound η− -65 MW
Baseline Consumption P̄ 65 MW
Planning Opt-out Time τp 40 minutes
Feedback Gain Kp 10 N/A
TCL parameters
Resistance for TCL model R U [2, 2.25]∗ K/kW
Capacitance for TCL model C U [2, 2.25] kWh/K
Rated elec. power P U [1.6, 1.8] kW
Coeff. of Perf. η 2.5 NA
Temperature set point θset 21 ◦C
Temperature deadband δ 1 ◦C
Ambient Temperature θa 30 ◦C
Device Opt-out Time τ 20 minutes

∗U [a, b] is uniformly distributed between a and b.

B. Reference Tracking

Since the authors in [18] do not provide a control strategy
to track the generated reference signals, we adopt the control
algorithm developed in [14]. The reason for this is that the
capacity model utilized in CHRG-T originates from [14].
The control algorithm in [14] is a direct centralized load
control (DLC) framework for controlling aggregate power
consumption of a collection of TCLs. DLC refers to the fact
that the on/off status of the TCLs are controlled directly.
At the BA is a priority stack controller that determines the
on/off status of each TCL. This controller requires full state
information (temperature and on off status for every TCL
in the population) in order to determine which TCL’s mode
should be switched. In this work, we augment the priority
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Fig. 4. Individual cycling QoS (60000 TCLs) with CARG-T.

stack controller with opt-out, so that device’s local cycling
QoS constraint is satisfied. Since all of the decision making
is done at the BA, there is no need for a local controller at
each TCL. Since the priority stack controller has full state
information, it has an inherent unfair advantage over our
distributed controller.

VIII. RESULTS

We present numerical results of our proposed method,
CARG-T, and the comparison method, CHRG-T. For both
methods, data for rBAk is obtained from Bonneville Power
Administration (BPA), a BA in the Pacific northwest. Data
for the parameters of the individual TCL’s are described in
Table I, which are obtained from [23]. The ambient tem-
perature, 30◦C, is uniform over all the TCL’s and constant
over time, which translates to a constant baseline value.
In our proposed method CARG-T, the reference generation
problem (22) is solved using Casadi [24] and the NLP
solver IPOPT [25]. In the comparison method CHRG-T, the
reference generation problem (36) is solved with CVX [26].

TABLE II
REFERENCE TRACKING ERRORS

Method Tracking Error
Proposed Method (CARG-T) 2.01 %
Comparison Method (CHRG-T) 15.67 %
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Fig. 5. Reference tracking results (60000 TCLs) with CARG-T.
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A. Reference generated

In Figure 3, the original balancing reserves signal, rBAk ,
and the two designed reference signals are shown. Both
reference signals share a similar trend, although it is clear
that CHRG-T is more aggressive compared to CARG-T. That
is, the reference signal, designed with CHRG-T, attempts
to track more of rBAk , with higher ramp rates than that
by CARG-T. Since CARG-T enforces additional aggregate
cycling constraints, this result is expected.

B. Reference Tracking and QoS

For the proposed method CARG-T the individual cycling
QoS results are shown in Figure 4 and the reference tracking
results are shown in Figure 5. For the comparison method
CHRG-T the individual cycling QoS results are shown in
Figure 6 and reference tracking results are shown in Figure 7.
A comparison of the numerical reference tracking error is
also shown in Table II. Recall, CHRG-T does not enforce the
aggregate QoS cycling constraint in generating a reference
and it can be observed that reference tracking performance
suffers (Figure 7 and Table II). This poor performance is
because of the opt-out control, which is a requirement for
each TCL to maintain successful operation. Removal of opt-
out control would improve reference tracking, but at the cost
of devices violating their cycling QoS.

Also, the time between device switches (shown in Fig-
ure 6) is highly synchronized in the comparison CHRG-T
method. This is in contrast to the proposed CARG-T where
the time between successive switches is evenly spread out.
The poor reference tracking results for CHRG-T is not the
fault of the controller, rather, due to the reference not being
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generated with cycling constraints in mind. It should be noted
that both methods enforce the local temperature QoS by
design.

IX. CONCLUSION

The proposed method enables the BA to determine the
reference closest to what the grid needs that a collection of
TCLs has sufficient capacity to deliver. Once the reference
signal is generated, we borrow from our past work a dis-
tributed control framework that enables the reference signal
to be tracked. The proposed method is compared against
a centralized controller and reference generator that does
not enforce aggregate cycling. The centralized controller, by
design, enforces the local cycling constraint. It is seen that
this centralized controller is unable to track the reference
and leads to synchronized cycling of TCLs. In contrast our
proposed method is able to track the reference it generates
without synchronizing the TCLs, and keep the cycling rate of
the individual within allowable limits. A key future work is
to develop aggregate level sufficient conditions for individual
level QoS constraints.
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